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biography
Giorgia Mondani was born in Genoa on April
20th, 1984 to Guido and Franca Mondani.
Her parents found love for wristwatches and
became famous writers of prestigious books
about wristwatches.
After her studies, she joined the family
business, co-authoring several books on all
things wristwatches. After about a decade,
she decided it was time to go her own way
and revolutionize the industry. Her unique
style and knowledge of the industry had
already helped her garner a huge following
at the time. This is one thing she leveraged
on to create a unique platform known as
MondaniWeb. A few years later, she had
become a leader in the industry.
She is now a Woman Entrepreneur who is
making her mark in a men’s dominated
industry.
In addition to Italian, she speaks perfect
English, Spanish, French and has a basic
knowledge of German.
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The Instagram profile @giorgiamondani has become
a reference point for many watch collectors and
enthusiasts all over the world: “a safe place” where
followers not only discover Giorgia’s experiences in
the world of watches and luxury every day, but can
also continuously share ideas with her and ask for
tips and advices.
Wherever possible the profile wants to help collectors
find their way in the world of high-end watchmaking.
Giorgia uses social networks to highlight potentials
and spread positive and important messages.
Giorgia Mondani, a Social Media Influencer in the
luxury watch sector, supports the most famous
international auction houses, various watch and
jewelry brands, luxury accessories and international
events.
For several months Giorgia Mondani’s name has been
listed in Launchmetrics’ monthly analysis based on
her growing impact as Voice Influencer to date. “Your
role as Opinion Leader and Social Media Influencer is
a confirmed strategy to enable audience conversions
and interactions with your content and consequently
with brands. Your Voice is generating a constantly
growing media impact.” (by Launchmetrics.com)
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The Most Reliable
Network of Watch
Dealers.
Mondani Web is all
about networking. It
currently has more
than 260 trusted
dealers and over 50
partners from major
parts of the world.
Mondani Web offers
a wide range of social
media services as well
as platforms to show
watches and products.

The Mondani Magazine App allows
you to download and read the first
two issues of our yearly publication:
the 2018 and 2019 magazines
which are now sold out in their
printed version.

The World’s Leading
Publishing House in the
World of Horology
Prestigious publications
that help collectors to
buy, sell and collect
the most sought-after
wristwatches.

The Ideal Magazine for
the Watch Collector
the Mondani Magazine
matches the fresh style
of a blog with the care
and prestige of an
original magazine.

Woman Entrepreneur who is making her mark in
a men’s dominated industry.
GIORGIA MONDANI
Passion combined with Hard Work leads to Excellence
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www.mondaniweb.com
www.mondanibooks.com
hello@giorgiamondani.com

“IT’S TIME TO GLAM
YOUR LIFESTYLE.”
GIORGIA MONDANI

